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How to do Encouraging Myself to Keep Moving Forward 

 

Perhaps you’ve tried to encourage yourself to keep moving forward in the 

past. Maybe you got part of the way there, but just as you were feeling 

able to do what you needed to do, one of life’s bumpier moments popped 

up. And so you went back to the drawing board to figure out what to do 

next. 

Each time, you’ve been delayed for three months to a year. And now, 

you’ve done that so many times, you are convinced that it’s impossible for 

you to do it at all, because you know that as soon as you lift yourself up, 

you’ll hit some other frustration. 

 

And after all, it wouldn’t be fair to start encouraging yourself to keep 

moving forward if you’re just going to have yet another bump in the road of 

life smack you down, would it? 

 

I’m going to show you that you can encourage yourself to keep moving 

forward through whatever happens, and by the time you finish reading this 

article you’ll know how to make it as you go. 

 

Are you ready? 

 

If so, let’s get started! 
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How do I put myself in the right frame of mind? 

I discovered that my mindset makes a difference. When my attitude is 

uplifting, I find myself feeling better about life. When I’ve got that? I’m in an 

experience which makes it easier for me to encourage myself to do what I 

need to do. 

 

What does it take for me to get myself a truly helpful attitude?  

This may surprise you. 

What I’ve noticed works every single time is gratitude.  

What about really tough situations?  

Well, that simply means I’ve got to invest my time to go deeper, slowly 

seeking insights into my own feelings of gratefulness. Indeed, for 

challenging situations, the work I decide to do in reaching for gratitude is 

both more difficult and more rewarding. 

However, my progress in recognizing gratitude isn’t linear. Sometimes in a 

rough patch it just takes a few moments of searching for what I’m grateful 

for to lift me up and ground me in heart felt feelings of gratitude. Other 

times, it takes real work, digging to the core of exactly what I’m most 

grateful for in that one specific moment of time. 

When I work enough at it to put my finger precisely upon what I’m most 

grateful for right now, I’m better at handling whatever is in front of me. 

There’s more of me to do it! 

Gratitude puts me in the right frame of mind to encourage myself to keep 

moving forward. 

Where will your attitude be? Will you be grateful, or not? 
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How can I prepare myself to do what I need to do? 

I’m facing lots of challenges right now. Because of that, I can only do a 

little bit. Being especially kind to me is a practice that allows me to do my 

little bit more effectively. 

I’ve observed that in my situation, whatever I’m trying to do seems to 

benefit from a bit of preparation. Preparing me to move forward. In some 

ways, it’s like sifting flour before baking a particularly delicate cake. Or 

loosening up the ground prior to planting a fragile flowering tree. 

The care and nurturing is of me. Thoughtfully considering what might help 

me before getting into each bit of doing aids me in creating a better 

experience of moving forward.  

I allow myself time and effort for nurturing. That often means making 

space for my courage to show up. I help myself figure out how best to 

handle each moment.  

As I grow through this process, I encourage myself to rise. To bloom! 

When I’m gentle, persistent and consistent in recognizing and caring for 

my needs and wants, I begin those little leaps forward. That start matters!  

Starting supports me. When I get the right combination of nurturing me for 

each moment, I can do what fits today. 

Nurturing prepares me to do what I need to do by being kind to me, giving 

me the type of self-care I need to encourage me to keep moving forward. 

What will you do to nurture yourself today?  
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How do I get headed in the right direction? 

Realizing what’s important to me helps me figure out what to do next.  

I can prioritize because I invest time and effort on a regular basis to pay 

attention to what I care about. 

It’s easy to get distracted, isn’t it?  

That’s why I need this habit of heightened awareness of my own purpose.  

I need to keep getting reoriented so that I head the right direction 

regardless of what happens.  

I still need to remind myself. Including right now as I write this. 

Life isn’t fair.  

Bad stuff happens.  

It’s natural to get upset. Yet it’s important to get back on course as quickly 

as possible.  

By reminding myself what matters to me, I can pick myself up faster and 

get going again. 

I can start fresh each time. Knowing that I can start anew is another useful 

aspect of what purpose does for me.  

I begin again. How? By deciding to refocus, to get back in action. By 

encouraging myself to move forward. 

There’s an unusual benefit in my situation. Because I can only do a little 

bit now? There’s less distractions! That provides a bit of clarity in 

recognizing the right direction.  

Purpose gets me headed the right direction so that there’s meaning and 

importance to me in encouraging myself to keep moving forward in that 

direction. 

What’s the right direction for you to head in? 
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How do I break moving forward into doable chunks? 

Having a grasp of what has meaning to me makes my choices simpler.  

I’m able to consider what I want. Then, based on what I want, I can piece 

together what needs to happen to get me there. 

That’s what goals are about for me.  

Goals are the chunks of stuff that I need to pull together to turn my dreams 

into reality. 

As I consider where I want to end up, I look for what parts of getting there 

fit together.  

Stuff that works together form a goal. Taken together, a bunch of goals 

form a dream.  

That’s how I separate out the thought part from the moving forward 

necessity.  

That’s how I match what I might do now with making bigger things 

happen. 

I do dare to dream big dreams despite huge challenges.  

No matter what restrictions I may face, there’s usually some kind of a 

choice I can make.  

By having goals, I’m able to move closer to those big dreams in small 

ways. Consistently. Persistently.  

Day after day, simply one moment at a time, one day at a time. 

Goals break moving forward into doable chunks so that being able to 

make a difference propels me to encourage myself to keep going on those 

doable chunks. 

What are a few doable chunks for you to move forward? 
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How do I adjust to day-to-day realities? 

For me, goals, even small goals, usually have a bunch of moving parts.  

I think that’s why goals feel complicated. At times even intimidating.  

When I look closely at the moving parts of one goal at a time, I’m able to 

tease out what I might be able to do. 

I believe it’s important to invest some time in sitting with my goals and 

pondering the maybes of how I might get from here to there.  

Then I look at my feelings. Perhaps that’s because right now what I want 

to do often feels quite impossible!  

I’m a finisher, not just a dreamer. So that’s where the search for steps that 

might fit with my life right now is helpful.  

Being a finisher means I’ve got a track record of digging out the details of 

what needs to get done to accomplish what I want – and then doing them. 

I consider and reconsider what the tiniest pieces might involve. As I do, I 

begin breaking those tiny bits into the possibilities of fitting into my day-to-

day reality.  

I start asking myself “What if?”  

For example, “What if I found a way to do that?” 

Or, “What if I found someone to help with this?” 

Once I’ve got steps to be done, I can start trying them out.  

Learning. Adjusting.  

Looking for and finding alternatives. 

Steps help me adjust to day-to-day realities so that encouraging myself fits 

into what’s going on in my life. 

What kind of questions will you ask yourself today that might help you 

learn, adjust, look for and find alternatives? 
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How do I stay focused? 

I try to be mindful of the choices I make.  

Now is when I can work; now is my time of me doing and being.  

Each moment can be invested in resting, working, or whatever.  

I choose to make decisions in such a way that each of my moments gets 

used up in ways that contribute to a life that’s relevant to me and my 

dreams. 

For me, this puts me back into choosing to forgive and move forward.  

After all, this moment now is all I’ve really got to work with, to do things in.  

How I use this moment to encourage myself is important.  

For example, I don’t want to stay stuck where I am.  

That means each moment that contributes to me moving forward is a 

moment of lifting me up toward becoming the person I want to be. 

Ahhh… ideals! It’s easy to get distracted, isn’t it?  

Some distractions are unavoidable.  

However, there are times when I can design my environment to limit 

distractions. It helps me to choose small pieces so that I can do them. 

Living now well helps me in achieving dreams! 

Being aware of now, the present moment, helps me focus on small 

enough pieces that it’s natural to keep moving forward and encouraging 

myself. 

What choices are you making?  

How are you designing the environment of your life? 

Are you being aware of how you’re using the moments of your life, or not?
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How do I get myself to take action? 

Action helps me achieve my dreams.  

When I allow distractions to happen, I don’t get to do the action I know I 

need to do to turn my dreams into reality.  

In fact, whenever I choose not to act, I lose this moment.  

And this moment is what I’ve got to work with.  

By choosing to take an action that fits for this moment, I get something 

done. But there’s a bonus! I can begin to form a habit.  

I’ve discovered that habits are valuable. Because I find that when I’ve got 

a routine, it’s easier to choose to act again. 

I can only do a little bit. Especially now, because of my challenges.  

That means it’s critical that I do the bits and pieces that I can do. 

One tool I use to do action is that of simplifying.  

I try to avoid the feeling of being overwhelmed.  

For example, when I try to do something too big to fit in this moment, it’s 

somewhat natural to become a bit overwhelmed.  

Yet when I’m overwhelmed, I’m busy with that experience. Being 

overwhelmed doesn’t feel so good, does it? To some extent, overwhelm 

creeps up on me. In some ways, it’s unavoidable. Yet there’s ways to limit 

overwhelm. One way is doing what I can do. Letting go of what doesn’t fit! 

That’s why I seek to simplify. 

I keep asking myself how I might simplify what I need to do. 

Action becomes a tool for turning my dreams into reality as I encourage 

myself to keep moving forward. 

How can you simplify? 

What fits that you might go ahead and do? What might you let go of? 
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Gratitude puts me in the right frame of mind to encourage myself to keep 

moving forward. 

Nurturing prepares me to do what I need to do by being kind to me, giving 

me the type of self-care I need to encourage me to keep moving forward. 

Purpose gets me headed the right direction so that there’s meaning and 

importance to me in encouraging myself to keep moving forward in that 

direction. 

Goals break moving forward into doable chunks so that being able to 

make a difference propels me to encourage myself to keep going on those 

doable chunks. 

Steps help me adjust to day-to-day realities so that encouraging myself fits 

into what’s going on in my life. 

Being aware of now, the present moment, helps me focus on small 

enough pieces that it’s natural to keep moving forward and encouraging 

myself. 

Action becomes a tool for turning my dreams into reality as I encourage 

myself to keep moving forward. 

That’s how to do encouraging myself to keep moving forward! 

I also recommend my YouTube Channel. It gives you an encouraging 

word, lifting you up, helping you move a little bit forward moment by 

moment, even how to improve your life in specific examples as I face 

down challenges and keep moving forward. 

You can subscribe here: My YouTube Channel 

To you encouraging yourself to keep moving forward! 

blessings, 

Cynthia Ann Leighton 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHi0yK2d76ClCgVQQO_cdVA

